
AstroPro 

Program Highlights



Generates Vedic Almanac
Specific To Your Place

 Lunar Year, Month, Day.
 Sunrise, Sunset, 

Moonrise, Moonset.
 Star, Tithi, Yoga, and 

Karana.
 Festival alert.
 Planet’s zodiac position.
 True Rahukala.



Planet’s Zodiac Position



Set Your Place

 Set any place with known 
longitude, latitude and its 
standard meridian.

 Can choose nearest city 
from the default list by 
clicking Long/Lat 
button.

 Set day light saving time 
if applicable. 



List of Major Cities & Country



Customize Naming Convention
To Suite Your Local Tradition.

 Can change names of 
stars, planets, zodiac 
signs and lunar months 
as well as lunar year.

 Can choose either default 
or custom naming 
convention for the 
almanac display.



Customize Local Festivals
and Family Events

 Add son’s or daughter’s 
birth day.  Example 
shows son’s birth day is 
being added as on 
Chaitra 10th lunar day.

 Similarly can add 
diseased parent’s tithi 
day.

 Add any local temple/car 
festival days.



Generates Festival List
for any given year. 

 In the year 2012,  son’s 
birth day (Chaitra -10) 
falls on April 1st.

 Father’s tithi falls on 
March 15 (Phalguna 23) 

 Helps plan your 
trip/vacation in advance.



Generates Custom Calendar
for given year and month.

 Shows the calendar for 
April 2012, month of 
Chaitra in Nandana 
Samvasara.

 Son’s Birthday (Chaitra-
10) falls on April 1st.



Simulate Eclipses
(Houston-Texas)



Solar Eclipse May 20, 2012,
As seen in Houston-Texas., USA

 Solar eclipse just before 
sunset . 

 Provides all relevant 
astronomical reference 
data about the eclipse as 
shown in the next slide.



Solar Eclipse May 20, 2012 
As seen in Houston-Texas, USA 



Total Lunar Eclipse Oct 2014



Total Lunar Eclipse Oct 8,  2014 
Los Angeles



Muhurtas For Important Events
As per Hindu Tradition

 Upanayana (Thread ceremony)
 Marriage ceremony
 Business deals
 Real estate deals
 Traveling long distance
 Griha Pravesh (House Warming)
 General purpose



Cast Horoscope Accurately
with Key Analysis

 Rasi chart.
 Navamsa Chart.
 Vimsottari dasa Analysis.
 Dasa Varga Analysis.
 Bhava Analysis.
 Ashtakavarga Analysis.
 Bhinnashtaka Analysis.
 All are text files that can 

be attached to an email. 



Chart Analysis



Single File for All Members

 Up to 100 member’s 
chart in one file.

 Instant access.
 Easy to maintain.



Stars Compatibility

 Finds compatibility for 
any given stars of boy 
and girl.

 Example shows 72% 
compatibility between 
Rohini and Anuradha 
star.

 Provides detail of score 
under each category.



Matrimonial

 Key factors in match 
making process
 Compatibility
 Mars doshas
 Sama-sandhi

 Generates report with 
point scored as shown in 
the following slide.





Ephemeris Data

 Tropical (Geocentric Longitude and Latitude)
 Equatorial (Declination and Right Ascension)
 Topocentric (Altitude and Azimuth)



Tropical

 Geocentric ecliptic system where longitude (λ) is 
measured counterclockwise from the vernal equinox 
and latitude (β) is measured from the ecliptic.



Equatorial

 The angular separation of any celestial objects are not affected by 
the earth’s rotation.  This angle is called declination (δ).  The 
second co-ordinate is defined that is unaffected by the rotation is 
the angle from vernal equinox measured along the equator.  This 
angle is Right Ascension (α in degrees or RA in hours). 



Topocentric 
 This is the observer’s co-

ordinates for the celestial 
objects that changes with the 
time.  It is expressed as 
Altitude (vertical angle with 
respect to the Zenith) and 
Azimuth the angular distance 
of this vertical from some 
fixed distance that is usually 
south and measured in a 
counter-clockwise direction.  
The rising and setting of the 
planets is also given as a 
guide for local observation. 



Download Demo 
Version (V1.c) 

Please fill out form for free trial and you 
can download program files.  Your 

activation file is sent separately by email.



Contact

M. K. Shenoy
Email: 

kaupshenoyassociates@gmail.com


